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Most issues that are important today are core 

economic issues 

Brexit Trade Immigration 

Economic growth Inequality Social policy 

Climate change 
Pandemic & its 

economic issue 

Racism &  

discrimination 



But economists have lost most of their credibility  



“Imposing new US tariffs on steel and aluminum will improve  

Americans well-being.” 

 

 

On most core issues people disagree with economists 
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• ADD A PHOTO OF AN ANTI CARBON TAX RALLY, full page (I will just talk 

through it) 

And they have no interest in listening to them  

Credit: Guillaume Clement, l’Humanite 



Why this mistrust?  

Hmmmmm…… 



Why this mistrust?  

Economists are not good forecasters 

“The only function of economic forecasting is to make astrology look respectable”  

--John Kenneth Galbraith 





And yet we cannot quite afford to give up  

Any analysis by 

economists may seem 

insufficient, un-necessary, 

slow, biased (we need 

epidemiologist, vaccine 

scientists, sociologists… 

why us?) 

 

But economics has also 

something to bring to  

the table. Huge rush of 

COVID-19 research 

shows there is also a 

desire in the profession  

to do that.  

 

And contrary to 

perception (even  

among graduate 

students), lots of research 

on racism published in 

mainstream journal in the 

past few years. But it, 

along with much of 

“quiet economics”  

gets drowned.  

 



Five Lessons (and how they are still valid 

for our harder times…)  



Lesson 1: Legit.gov 



Decline in trust in government worldwide 



It’s easy to treat the government as a punching bag 

Source: Dawn Teo | Huffington Post 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/hhs-investigates-medicare_b_293891


The COVID-19 crisis reminds us why we  

need governments… 

Economic rescue package A make or break moment 

Shutting down your business, 

wearing a mask, are externalities… 
Ventilators & Vaccine efforts  



A make or break moment…  

Photo: Leslie Ratliff | Shutterstock.com 



Lesson 2: financial incentives are (more 

than ever) overrated 



 

The “Lazy” welfare recipient 



Some ideas are hard to root out… 



The “yale economists” indeed show very little impact 

of CARES on employment 



But it did not matter 



Lesson 3: The economy is stickIER 
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COVID response has been 

disastrous for migrants in the South 



Lesson 4: De Gustibus…. 



Is racism uncurable? Are preferences stable?  



Lesson 5: Dignity matters 





Rethinking economics and economic policy in 

a post COVID world 



Our opportunity:  

Put dignity back 

at the center of 

social protection 



Breaking the usual political impasse 

 



Credit: Shutterstock.com 

We can fight climate change 


